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cluster of intermediate mass stars is being 
ENQLDC�

Studies of H II regions were presented by 
#@M�)@EED�@MC�)@LDR�,NQ@M�#@M�OQD-
RDMSDC�NARDQU@SHNMR�NE�SGD�JHMDL@SHBR�HM�
compact and ultracompact H II regions 
TRHMF�SGD�:-D II<�DLHRRHNM�KHMD�@S�����§L�
3GD�JHMDL@SHBR�@QD�HMBNMRHRSDMS�VHSG�SGD�
predictions that the exciting stars are mov-
ing with high velocities; a disc geometry 
explains the evolution of very young H II 
QDFHNMR�ADSSDQ�)HL�,NQ@M�OQDRDMSDC�SGD�
results of SMA observations of the recom-
AHM@SHNM�KHMD�L@RDQ�HM�,6"�����3GD�
JHMDSHBR�NE�SGD�CHRB�@QNTMC�SGHR�XNTMF�
massive star is not fully consistent with 
*DOKDQH@M�QNS@SHNM� KSGNTFG�,6"�����HR�
far in the north, ALMA can provide images 
with enough resolution to discriminate be -
SVDDM�JHMDL@SHB@K�CHRSTQA@MBDR�OQNCTBDC�
by gas spiralling toward the star from gas 
DIDBSDC�EQNL�SGD�CHRB�NE�SGHR�RNTQBD�

Extragalactic molecular astrophysics

ALMA will enable a series of advances in 
SGD�jDKC�NE�F@K@WX�ENQL@SHNM�@MC�DUNKTSHNM��
O@QSHBTK@QKX�@S�D@QKX�DONBGR�&@K@WX�
number counts will be extended to the 
E@HMSDRS�RNTQBDR�HM�DUDQX� +, �A@MC�3GD�
spatial and redshift distribution of these 
sources, as well as their luminosity func-
tions, will become measurable, as ALMA 
will not be confusion-limited in any of its 
A@MCR�(S�VHKK�DWBDK�@R�@�ENKKNV�TO�HMRSQT-
ment for large-area surveys with bolome-
ter arrays, both in resolving continuum 
emission and in measuring redshifts from 
LNKDBTK@Q�KHMDR�(M�SGHR�BNMSDWS��/HDQQD�"NW�
presented the new results of the molec ular 
DLHRRHNM�@S�GHFG�QDCRGHES�@MC�/@NK@�
Andreani discussed the star formation  
at high redshifts in obscured sources 
detected by the Spitzer satellite, stressing 
the potential of ALMA for understanding 
SGD�M@STQD�NE�SGD�ONVDQ�RNTQBDR�#DMMHR�
Downes presented recent high angular 
resolution imaging of the continuum  

of the ultraluminous galaxy Arp 220 and 
concluded that active galactic nuclei 
� &-��@BSHUHSX�CNLHM@SDR�SGD�NTSOTS��HM�
contrast with previous models that 
favoured star formation as the dominant 
LDBG@MHRL�

Sergio Martin and Daniel Espada argued 
that detailed chemistry of star formation in 
MD@QAX�F@K@WHDR�@MC�HM�SGD�&@K@BSHB�"DMSQD�
will be a major topic for ALMA, as will  
be the relationship between the chemical 
complexity and the dominating activity  
HM�F@K@BSHB�MTBKDH�� &-�NQ�RS@QATQRSR��
Based on a model of molecular emission, 
Sergio proposed that the power source  
in Arp 220 could be due to a burst of mas-
sive star formation (now in the protostar 
phase), similar to the hot core phase in 
&@K@BSHB�RS@Q�ENQLHMF�QDFHNMR
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 http://www.damir.iem.csis.es/alma2008/

 http://www.astro.virginia.edu/~rtr/photos/tlwfest/
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after 2006, as ESO Deputy Director, was 
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,@QBH�,DC@K�NE�SGD�"YDBGNRKNU@J�2ODBSQN-
RBNOHB�2NBHDSX�@S�@�BDQDLNMX�HM�/Q@FTD�
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provinces of Bohemia and Moravia, cur-
QDMSKX�HM�SGD�"YDBG�1DOTAKHB�(M������GD�
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of the Faculty of Medicine and Rector of 
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physician to the Emperor Ferdinand III�
The results of his research activity have 
ADDM�BNKKDBSDC�HM����RBHDMSHjB�ANNJR� 
His most important contributions in the 
jDKC�NE�OGXRHBR�VDQD�GHR�RSTCHDR�NE�SGD�
refraction of sunlight by a prism and the 
explanation of the origin of the rainbow, 
BNKKDBSDC�HM�GHR�VNQJ�� Thaumantias. Liber 

de arcu coelesti deque collorum appar-

entium natura ortu et causis�(�,�,@QBH�
CHDC�HM�/Q@FTD�HM�����
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spectroscopy has been awarded annually 
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,@QBTR�,@QBH�3GHR�HR�@�MNM�OQNjS�NQF@MH -
R@SHNM�ENQ�RBHDMSHjB��DCTB@SHNM@K�@MC�SDBG -
MHB@K�VNQJDQR�VHSG�SGD�@HLR�NE�OQNLNSHMF�
@MC�ENRSDQHMF�@CU@MBDLDMS�HM�SGD�jDKC�NE�
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3GD�BDQDLNMX�SNNJ�OK@BD�NM���2DOSDL -
ADQ������HM�SGD�/Q@FTD�"HSX�'@KK� TCHSN -
rium, a historic lecture hall in central 
/Q@FTD�3NL�OQDRDMSDC�@�KDBSTQD�NM�SGD�
f"TQQDMS�2S@STR�@MC�2BHDMSHjB�/NSDMSH@K� 
of the Atacama Large Millimeter/submil-
KHLDSDQ� QQ@Xt�@MC�GD�@MC�3DQQX� �,HKKDQ�
(Ohio State University) were awarded  
SGD�(N@MMDR�,@QBTR�,@QBH�,DC@K�ENQ� 
their contributions to different areas of 
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Award of the Ioannes Marcus Marci Medal to Tom Wilson, 

Associate Director for ALMA


